GEOLOGY OF THE PINACATE VOLCANIC FIELD
by
James T. Gutmann
Department of Earth & Environmental Sciences
Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.
and
Michael F. Sheridan
Department of Geology
Arizona State University,
Tempe, Arizona
This 2½ day trip will cross the international border into Mexico to
examine basaltic rocks in the northeastern part of the Pinacate field,
including cinder cones, a large collapse depression, and a tuff cone.
Participants should bring proof of U. S. citizenship, sleeping bags,
ponchos, canteens, and sturdy boots. We will camp out in the Sonoran
desert for two nights. The trip is moderately strenuous owing to locally
precipitous terrain.

P rimary depositional structures and textures of
pyroclastic-surge deposits are well displayed at Crater
Elegante and Cerro Colorado. The three principal bed
forms (sandwave, massive, and planar of Sheridan and
Updike, 1975) show a concentric distribution consistent
with the deflation model of emplacement described by
Wohletz and Sheridan (in press). These features contrast
with the avalanche-type bedding typical of cinder cones.
Cerro Colorado and six of the eight collapse depressions
are disposed along an arcuate path trending westward across
the northern part of the volcanic field (fig. 1). Ives (1936)
suggested that, prior to diversion by the lavas, the Sonoita
River flowed westward across what is now the northern part
of the field and discharged into the Gulf of California at
Pozo Caballo on Adair Bay. Jahns (1959) noted the general
correspondence between the arc of collapse depressions and
the ancient course of the Sonoita River and suggested that
the availability of groundwater was an important element in
the genesis of the tuff-breccia-forming eruptions. In
providing the first general geologic description of the large,
flat-floored depressions, Jahns (1959) pointed out that' the
volumes of accessory ejecta in their associated tuff-breccia
units are much smaller than the volumes of the depressions
themselves and emphasized the importance of collapse in
their formation.
The majority of Pinacate lavas are relatively mafic
hawaiites with about 48 wt percent SiO2 , 17 wt percent
A1 2 Oa, 2.7 wt percent TiO2, 5 wt percent MgO, 12 wt
percent total iron (as Fe2Oa), 9 wt percent CaO, 4 wt
percent Na2 O, and 1.3 wt percent K2O. Small amounts of
normative nepheline are indicated in a few analyses. The
normative plagioclase generally is andesine although some
of the lavas contain normative labradorite and are alkali

INTRODUCTION
The Pinacate volcanic field is located in northwestern
Sonora, Mexico, near the northern end of the Gulf of
California. The field comprises 2,000 km2 of basaltic
volcanic rocks. It is dominated topographically by the
Sierra Pinacate, a broad, composite volcanic pile in the
southern half of the field with a maximum elevation of
1,206 m. Many of these volcanic rocks evidently are of late
Pleistocene age, although others are deeply dissected by
erosion and may be considerably older. The field is
characterized by an abundance of cinder cones. Many of the
flows can be traced sourceward to a vent complex marked
by a cinder cone and recording a multi-stage eruptive
history involving alternating effusive and pyroclastic
activity. In addition, the field contains eight circular
collapse depressions and a partially collapsed tuff cone
(Cerro Colorado). The collapse depressions, which range
up to 1.7 km in diameter, are flat floored and have steep
walls exposing various sequences of flows, shallow
intrusions, and pyroclastic rocks. Many of these rocks
represent volcanic units pierced by the crater but otherwise
unrelated to it, whereas others were derived from vents
located within the area now occupied by the crater and some
clearly are part of the sequence of eruptions which
culminated in collapse and crater formation. All of the
collapse depressions are surrounded by units of tuff breccia
which form crater rim deposits. These pyroclastic rocks are
rich in vesicular, juvenile lapilli and ash. Some contain
abundant accidental ejecta derived from unconsolidated
sediment beneath the volcanic section. All contain
accessory blocks and smaller fragments of holocrystalline
basaltic rocks torn from vent walls during culminating
phreatomagmatic eruptions.
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Figure I. Pinacate volcanic field. This is a portion of a NASA photograph taken from Apollo 6. 1, summit of Sierra Pinacate; 2, Crater
Elegante; 3, Cerro Colorado; 4, Celaya Crater; 5, Kino Crater; 6, Badillo Crater; 7, MacDougal Crater; 8, Molina Crater; 9, Crater
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basalts. The rocks are typified petrographically by
unusually large crystals of labradorite, olivine, augite, and
magnetite. The labradorite crystals are as much as 10 cm in
maximum dimension. The crystals of all four phases can
range continuously downward in size to small phenocrysts
and microphenocrysts. In thin section, many of the pheno
crysts exhibit skeletal morphologies typical of rapid growth,
including individuals as much as 1 cm long. Many other
coarse crystals evidently have been resorbed.
Published studies in the Pinacate field include Jahns'
(1959) description of the collapse depressions and Ives'
(1964) summary paper on geographic aspects of the
Pinacate region. The volcanic field was mapped at a scale
of 1:62,500 by Donnelly (1974). Gutmann (1974)
described tubular fluid inclusion textures in the coarse
labradorite crystals and Gutmann and Martin (1976)
described the crystal chemistry, unit cell parameters, and
Al-Si ordering of these materials. Arvidson and Mutch
(1974) discussed sedimentary patterns in and around five of
the collapse depressions and Bull (1974) described playa
processes within two of them. Wood (1974) reported the
results of geophysical surveys across four of them and
Gutmann (1976) described the geology of Crater Elegante.
Gutmann (1977) discussed the textures and genesis of the
phenocrysts and megacrysts in Pinacate lavas. Gutmann ( in
prep.) describes the cyclic eruptive behavior at Pinacate
cinder cones and discusses controls of their activity.
Wohletz and Sheridan (in press) develop a model for
emplacement of pyroclastic-surge deposits using as an
example the tuff breccia at Crater Elegante.

ROAD LOG AND STOP GUIDE
MILES
Interval Total

0.0

4.9
8.0
16.8
13.0
6.1
40.4
40.6
13.5
28.2
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1st DAY (Leave Tempe, Ariz., at noon).
0.0 Corner of Rural Road and Apache
Boulevard, Tempe. Head south on Rural
Road to the Superstition Freeway on-ramp.
Take the Superstition Freeway west to
Interstate 10.
4.9 Junction Interstate 10. Take Interstate 10
south toward Tucson.
12.9 Maricopa exit. Take the interstate off-ramp
south to Maricopa.
29.7 Town of Maricopa.
42.7 Junction Arizona 84. Tum west toward Gila
Bend.
48.8 Junction Interstate 8. Keep west toward Gila
Bend.
89.2 Gila Bend. Take the Interstate 8 off-ramp for
Arizona 85 south toward Ajo.
129.8 Ajo.
143.3 Why. Bear south on Arizona 85.
171.5 International border at Lukeville. Be pre
pared to obtain Mexican tourist permit to
visit Parque Natural del Pinacate. Valid
proof of U.S. citizenship is needed (birth
certificate, passport, or voter registration
card).
173.5 Town of Sonoita. Bear right (west) on
Mexico Rte. 2 toward San Luis.
205.1 Bear left on dirt road at sign marking
entrance to Parque Natural del Pinacate (a
unit of the Mexican counterpart of the U.S.
National Park system).
208.9 Bear right (west) on dirt road.
214.9 Road junction. Continue straight ahead (stay
right).

215.3

STOP 1. Steep front of an aa flow. Most
Pinacate flows are aa flows with extremely
rough surfaces. This flow emerged from a
breach in the large (150 m high), young cone
to the west. It overlies ejecta from that cone;
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Figure 2. Sketch map of Crater Ele
gante. Major units indicated by key.
Stops for DAY 2 given by numerals.
(Modified from Gutmann, 1976.)
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This "gray cinder" cone is displayed in cross section in the
crater walls (fig. 3); it was breached m the southeast
following emplacement of sills within the cone structure
and along its base south of the vent. Renewed eruptions
from essentially the same vent then produced cinder units
("brown cinders"), flows, and dikes, all of which are
especially rich in phenocrysts.
Cinder eruptions occurred next from a vent in the
southern part of what is now the. crater; these were
immediately preceded by a flow that baked the base of the
overlying cinder section locally.
Finally, a flow was erupted from a vent probably located
near or somewhat northeast of the center of the crater.
Minor cinder eruptions may have followed this flow but the
nature of eruptions changed quickly as groundwater gained
access to the vent and magma column. The ensuing
phreatomagmatic eruptions gave rise to the unit of tuff
breccia that forms the crater's rim beds. This unit is as
much as 70 m thick in the northeastern parts of the rim. Its
chief constituents, listed in order of decreasing abundance
at the rim, are vesicular pellets of glassy, juvenile ash rich
in tiny crystals, accessory blocks and smaller fragments of
holocrystalline basalt torn from vent walls, and
quartzofeldspathic sand, silt, and clay of accidental origin.

these ejecta also occur resting on the flow as
scattered masses of cinder derived and rafted
from the breach in the wall of the cone. Pale
yellow, gem-quality labradorite megapheno
crysts up to 5 cm long occur sparingly in this
flow and in cinders near the vent.
Road junction. Continue straight ahead.
Road junction. Camp here.

2nd DAY
Walk the road 1 km up to the rim of Crater Elegante.
Figure 2 shows stops for today and a general plan view of
the crater and environs.
STOP 1. Crater Elegante is 1.6 km in diameter and 244 m
deep. The stratigraphic record revealed in its walls includes
four major parts (see Gutmann (1976) for details). The
oldest exposed rocks are flows of mafic hawaiite, many of
which evidently originated at the cinder cone immediately
south of the crater, both preceding and accompanying
pyroclastic eruptions there. Erosional dissection of this
cone prior to deposition on it of Elegante tuff breccia
suggests that it is considerably older than Crater Elegante.
Resting on these old flows is a cinder cone, the vent for
which lay in the southeastern part of what is now the crater.
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intrusion petrographically related to the brown cinders and
probably emplaced laterally through the cinder section from
a source to the south.
Traverse left (south) about 200 m along the base of the
gray cinder section to a prominent vertical dike.

Accessory ejecta decrease rapidly in abundance with
distance from the crater rim, while the abundance of
accidental ejecta increases in the same direction. An upper
limit on the amount of accessory debris deposited outside
the crater indicates that the diameter of the vent piercing the
volcanic section was not greater than 672 m and may have
been considerably less. A vent of this size implies the
former existence of a tuff breccia cone over much of the site
of the present crater. The large hill apparent on the crater
floor consists of tuff breccia and probably represents the
upper parts of this vanished cone. Crater Elegante formed
chiefly by wholesale collapse when the volcanic edifice
subsided into a phreatomagmatic explosion chamber
developed within fine-grained sediment beneath the section
of volcanic rocks.
Proceed counterclockwise around the crater rim to a point
due north from the center of the crater.
Descend to the base of the rim bed section. WATCH YOUR

STOP 4. Lowermost parts of a composite dike of
porphyritic basalt cutting the gray cinders. Both the keel
and the crest of this dike are exposed. Its crest is grossly
horizontal and extends northward more than 100 meters to
the top of the section of gray and brown cinders. There the
dike fed a small flow upon which the tuff breccia was
deposited. Presence of the keel and attitude of the crest
indicate that the dike was emplaced horizontally through the
cinder section from a source to the south near or coinciding
with the vent of the gray and brown cinders.
The dike here comprises several pairs of narrow, vertical
zones symmetrically disposed about its core and recording
the passage and chilling of successive pulses of magma.
The core of the dike is occupied by an intrusion of chilled,
porphyritic basalt which widens upward in the dike. Note
the increase in size and abundance of the coarse labradorite
megaphenocrysts inward to a zone especially rich in these
as well as in small xenoliths and pea-sized crystals of
olivine. This inward increase suggests flowage differentia
tion. At the same time, the groundmass of the dike is
depleted in plagioclase relative to that of nearly aphyric
Pinacate lavas such that the .entire intrusion is not
significantly enriched in plagioclase. The numerous giant
labradorite crystals evidently formed from the liquid whose
other solid products now enclose them and are truly
phenocrysts. Please refrain from sampling the dike at this
locality.
Also well exposed here are the lower parts of the gray
cinder section. The tan layers within this section contain
quartzofeldspathic sand and silt of accidental origin together
with abundant juvenile ash and lapilli. The juvenile
constituents are highly vesicular glass with numerous tiny
crystals and some are slightly palagonitized. These
tuffaceous layers evidently represent phreatomagmatic
interaction between wet sediment and briskly vesiculating
magma in the conduit. Implied breaches, periodically
reopened in the conduit walls during the early phases of
cinder eruption, must have been sealed or failed to provide
copious amounts of meteoric water, however, for ash and
accidental ejecta are largely absent from the bulk of the gray
cinder section.

FOOTING AT BRINK OF CLIFFS.

STOP 2. Contact of tuff breccia with underlying flow. This
flow was mobile when the tuff breccia was deposited on it
and flowed in response to differential loading with tuff.
Flow-top breccia is largely absent here but present nearby to
east and west. Note the wavelike bulge of the flow top with
crest subparallel to the crater rim, the curious "sharktooth"
texture of the upper surface of the flow here, the dike
originating within the flow and cutting the overlying tuff,
the contact effects on the tuff adjacent to this dike, and the
folds and faults within the lower 10 m of the tuff breccia
section. Note also scattered small xenoliths and xenocrysts
of quartzofeldspathic debris in the flow. Such accidental
inclusions are rare in Pinacate flows. Their presence here
indicates admixture of sediment within the magma column
somewhat prior to the onset of phreatomagmatic eruptions.
Return to the crater rim. Proceed clockwise around the
rim to a point on bearing 63° from the center of the crater.
Descend toward the base of the rim bed section.
STOP 3. The descent route traverses a well-exposed
section of the tuff breccia. Note the gray unit of lapilli tuff
about half way down through the section; this unit is
relatively poor in ash and accidental ejecta but unusually
rich in frothy juvenile lapilli, as if the supply of meteoric
water and sediment temporarily diminished during the
culminating eruptions. Excellent exposures of tuff breccia
occur further down the slope. Note the lens of coarse
breccia at the base of the section here. This breccia is rich in
accessory blocks and juvenile lapilli but poor in ash; it
evidently represents early, ;ent-clearing explosions
consequent upon initial access of abundant meteoric water
to the magma column.
Descend through the underlying cinder section to the
edge of the cliffs. The massive buttress to the north is an

LUNCH STOP. Some may wish to traverse south along the
base of the gray cinder section toward the vent region.
Descent to the talus slope rising from the floor of the crater
is easy near the vent and affords access to a thick dike that
fed a laterally extensive, shallow intrusion emplaced within
the lowermost parts of the gray cinder pile (Devil's
51
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Figure 3. Geologic relationships exposed in southeastern walls of Crater Elegante as seen from the center of the crater floor. Numbers
along the top of the figure give azimuths from center of crater. No vertical exaggeration. lb1 and Iba-lower basalt flows; gc-gray
cinders; gi-gray intrusions; be-brown cinders; bdf-dikes and flows associated with brown cinders; rdc-ribbon dike cinders;
rds-ribbon dike and sill; dp-Devil's Pitchfork intrusion and associated flows; ygc-younger gray cinders; tb-tuff breccia;
t-talus.

the tuff breccia section and younger gray cinders to the top
of the highest flow.

Pitchfork of fig. 3). Others may wish to traverse about 100
meters southward and descend over the flows and down
over talus to the crater floor. Noteworthy features of the
crater floor include the foundered mass of tuff breccia,
topset and foreset deposits in a lake that formerly occupied
the crater to a maximum depth of about 60 m, and large oval
subsidence pits and linear depressions within the playa.
Return northward 50 m from the keel of the dike and
ascend the gully to the upper parts of the dike.

STOP 7. Contact of younger gray cinders on a flow. The
younger gray cinders attain maximum thickness in this region. The cinder layers dip gently southward and dips
increase upward in the section to as much as 13° near the
top. The vent evidently was located in the southern part of
the ,;irea now occupied by the crater. The phenocryst
assemblage in the cinders is identical to that of the
underlying flow, which rests on gray and traces of brown
cinders with very different phenocryst assemblages. Where
flow-top breccia separates the flow from the overlying
younger gray cinders, the lowermost few meters of these
cinders are faintly pinkish. Where flow-top breccia is
absent, as at this locality, the basal cinders are oxidized and
indurated to form a resistant, red cinder ledge a few tens of
cm thick. These cinders were baked by the underlying flow,
which must have immediately preceded them, presumably
from the same vent. This represents the third instance at
Crater Elegante wherein a flow preceded initiation of
pyroclastic eruptions.
Return to crater rim and walk eastward back along the
rim to a point on bearing about 145° from the center of the
crater.

STOP 5. The thin crestal parts of this dike contain sheetlike
gas cavities at the core. These megavesicles are a few cm
wide but can be a few meters in vertical dimension or
parallel to strike of the dike. Tl1ey probably represent
accumulation of gas in the upper parts of the intrusion. Note
the "drips" of magma on exposed walls of the gas cavities.
These drips consist of porphyritic basalt that was too
viscous to flow to the bottoms of the sheetlike voids.
Ascend southward to the crest of the dike. Note
bifurcations of the dike.
STOP 6. The crest of .the dike here lies just below the top
of the gray cinder section. The overlying section of brown
cinders contains scattered, subhedral to euhedral, single
crystals of labradorite as much as 5 cm long. Euhedral
phenocrysts of olivine and magnetite a few mm across also
occur in this unit, as do augite crystals up to 3 cm in
maximum dimension.
Ascend to the crater rim and proceed clockwise around
the rim. The scallop-shaped depression in the southeastern
rim of the crater reflects breachment of the gray cinder cone
through its eastern flank as well as several subsequent
events. Tumuli of the breaching flow are apparent on the
flats to the east. Continue around the rim to a point on
bearing 168° from the center of the crater. Descend through

STOPS 8 and 9. Outcrops of tuff breccia surrounding
Elegante Crater extend slightly less than one crater diameter
from the present rim, where they range from 40 to 70 m in
thickness. Their dips range from nil to 2° for distal beds to
about 15° outward at the crest of the rim. These beds are
characteristic of pyroclastic-surge deposits, features that are
becoming much more widely recognized and better
understood.
Radial dissection of the rim beds provides excellent
exposures of pyroclastic surge deposits south of the crater.
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type in order to expand the measured section to flow
heights. Obviously the surge clouds collapse or deflate with
distance, giving rise to a deflation model of surge transport
(Wohletz and Sheridan, in press).
Field and experimental evidence support the assumed
flow densities. A good example of the type of exposure that
allows flow density calculation is near station 5F (fig. 7).
Here an accessory block in a massive bed occurs with
relationship to bedding such that the bed around it must
have deflated after coming to rest. The thickness of the
flowing bed (ht) was somewhat more than 31 cm and the
present thickness (hp ) is 24 cm. The density of the flowing
bed relative to the present bed, given by hp/ht, is O. 77. The
void fraction (<I>) is given by the equation below:
pb =
1.0 _ �
<I> = PP PP
PP
where pp is the particle density and pb is the bulk density.
Assuming a particle density of 3.0 gr/cc and a rest bulk
density of 1.2 gr/cc, the bulk density of the flow was 0.92
gr/cc and the void fraction (<I>) is then 0.69. Other values
from outcrop data as well as experimental data from
fluidized systems yield void fractions for massive beds from
0.6 to 0.9.
The planar beds are analogous to the grain dispersion
flows that commonly produce inverse grading. Their void
fraction of 0.6 is that which will just allow the dilation of
beds so that they flow down slope. A sand wave void
fraction of greater than 0.9 is taken from the results of wind
tunnel experiments in which grains saltate or travel in a
dilute suspension.
In making the radial traverse you should see lateral and
vertical transition from sandwave to massive and from
massive to planar types. Planar to sandwave or sandwave to
planar transitions are rare.
Other structures also occur here. Because the massive
beds are deposited in a near-fluidized, inflated condition,

Figure 4 shows a plane table topographic map of the
southern portion -of the tuff deposits with the location of 30
measured sections. We will proceed down one of the south
trending gullies to observe the primary structures as well as
th� lateral and vertical variation of the deposits.
There are three principal bed forms in pyroclastic surge
deposits (Sheridan and Updike, 1975): 1) sandwave, 2)
massive, and 3) planar. Particles deposited in a sandwaye
bed were transported by saltation or dilute suspension in a
surge blast. Massive beds were emplaced as a relatively
dense suspension of particles with a bulk void fraction of
0.6 to 0.9. Planar beds represent yet more dense, only
slightly dilated, traction carpets with a void fraction of less
than 0.6. Complete transition occurs between bedding
types, and outcrops may show one bedform that grades into
another.
Three measured sections illustrate the variation of
structure with distance from the rim (fig. 5). Sections IB,
IE, and lH are located 100 m, 225 m, and 525 m
respectively from the present crater rim. The proximal
section (1B) is dominated by sandwave beds, the medial
section (IE) by all three bed-form types, and the distal
section (IH) by planar beds. Using a Markov technique,
Wohletz and Sheridan (in press) defined surge facies for
every measured section. The boundaries of these three
facies (sandwave, massive, and planar) are shown on figure
4. The pattern of facies distribution is similar for all
pyroclastic-surge deposits studied: the sandwave facies is
proximal, the massive facies medial, and the planar facies
distal.
The data from three groups of spatially related, measured
sections were used to reconstruct the generalized surge
cloud as a function of distance from the present rim. Figure
6 shows the reconstructed cloud for Elegante surges at the
southern part of the crater. This construction requires an
assumption of void space during flow for each bed-form
53
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Figure 4. Facies map of Elegante surge deposits. Locations of 30 measured sections given by bold alphanumeric characters. Sandwave
(S), Massive (M), and Planar (P) facies indicated by bold capital letters. Contours give relative elevation. Location of this figure given in
Fig. 2.

STOP 1. This is one of the youngest cones
in the Pinacate field. An unusual and
particularly noteworthy feature of the
eruptive history of Pinacate cinder cones is
the eruption of flows from the vent prior to
building of the cone. Although it cannot be
demonstrated at this locality, exposures of
the volcanic stratigraphy in the steep walls of
several of the collapse depressions show that
lava flows were the initial eruptive products
at many Pinacate cinder cone vents.
Exposures at this particular locality provide
evidence that cinder eruptions ensued while
the basal flow still was both hot and mobile.
This flow, mantled with cinder, is exposed
south of the cone. The lapilli are welded to
the top of the flow locally and the lowermost
parts of the cinder section are reddened and
oxidized where they rest on the basal flow.

they show many soft-sediment types of structural features,
such as slump and flame structures, and bedding sags due to
ballistic impact of blocks.
3rd DAY
Mil.ES
Interval Total

0.9
3.0

0.9
3.9

6.0

9.9

0.2 10.1

Return eastward, retracing route of 1st day.
Road junction. Continue straight ahead.
Road junction. Continue straight ahead (stay
left).
Junction with major road connecting Rte. 2
with quarry at cinder cone. Bear right
(south).
Gate (normally locked) at entrance to quarry
workings in young cinder cone. Cinders are
mined here for construction and decorative
purposes. Drive through the gate and around
to the quarry.
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Figure 7. Compaction of massive bed due to degassing. The void
fraction during flow for this bed is 0.77.
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Figure 5. Measured sections of typical sandwave (E-IB), massive
(E-IE) and planar facies (E-IH). Section locations shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 6. Deflation model of cumula
tive Elegante surge cloud. Data com
piled from sections averaged over
intervals of 0-300 m, 300-600 m and
greater than 600 m. Cloud height cal
culated from assumed voidage ratios of
0.95 for sandwave beds, 0.75 for mas
sive beds and 0.60 for planar beds.
Distance measured from present rim.
From Wohletz and Sheridan (in press).
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The exposed parts or° a small, dome-like
hummock a few meters high immediately
south -of the cone comprise oxidized and
indurated lapilli, probably very near the base
of the cinder section, which were baked by
the underlying flow. Dips of the cindery
layers in the sides of this anticlinal hillock
attain at least 65° and reflect folding of the
cinders during development of a tumulus on
the moving flow beneath. Exposures in the
walls of the cinder quarry in April, 1976,
revealed that normal faults cut the layering
of at least 12 m of the lower parts of the
cinder section in the flank of the cone (fig.
8). The strike of these faults appeared
roughly perpendicular to the flow direction
of the underlying basal flow and the faults
dipped steeply away from the vent region.
Thus, the side away from the vent was the
downthrown side. The throw of the faults

was as much as 1 m. These structural
features indicate that the flow still was
mobile after a substantial portion of the
pyroclastic section had been deposited upon
it. Continued motion of the basal flow away
from the vent probably reflects differential
loading of the molten layer by the cinder
pile. Mobility of the flow is reasonable in
light of the rapidity with which cinder cones
can be built and the efficacy of insulation of
the flow by the overlying cinders.
The summit of this small cone, which is
about 80 m high, affords a good view of the
tuff cone of Cerro Colorado to the east
southeast and of the northeastern marginal
parts of the volcanic field. The cinder cone is
breached to the north. A breaching flow,
which moved southward around the cone,
rafted numerous, very large masses of cinder
from the breach. Nearly all Pinacate cinder

r ,.
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�..� tit?:ir1
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,

,-1

Figure 8. Normal faults cutting lower parts of the cinder section in the flank of the cone at STOP 1, 3rd day. The level crest of the vertical
wall of the quarry here is about 9 m above the adjacent quarry floor.
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cones are breached in similar fashion. At
several localities, vertical dikes extending
radially outward from the vent cut the lower
half to three quarters of the cinder section
and suggest that magma welled up to high
elevations within the cinder cone structure
prior to breachment. Abrupt truncation of
the cinder layers in the walls of the breach
commonly indicates removal of rafted
masses of cinder when the wall of the cone
finally failed owing to outward pressure
from the contained lava lake. At some
localities, cinder layers wrap down into the
breach, as if this opening was maintained by
continued or periodic flowage from the vent
during pyroclastic eruptions. However, in
many instances upwelling of magma
occurred following the close of pyroclastic
eruptions which had built an unbreached
cone. Breachment may have attended
development of fluid pressure in the
contained lava lake sufficient to lift the
surrounding cinder walls and give rise to sills
at the base of the cone structure.
Return to cars. Cars return to gate. Re
sume road log mileage at gate.
Bear right (east) on dirt road.
Road junction. Bear right (south).
Road junction. Fork left.
Cerro Colorado. Park cars and walk east to
the highest point on the north rim of the
crater for lunch.

of Hohokam potsherds on erosion surfaces
bevelling the tuff deposits indicates that
Cerro Colorado is at least 1,000 years old
and supports an age more on the order of
10,000 years (Shakel and Harris, 1972).
Cerro Colorado is different from Crater
Elegante in many respects. The tuff beds
near the high point of the crater rim dip much
more steeply (20-25° ) than those of
Elegante. These beds are much thicker and
in many places the original crater rim is
preserved. Indeed, individual beds can be
traced from the crater floor up and over the
rim to the distal outer flanks where they are
buried by alluvium.
The tuff of Cerro Colorado is rich in ves
icular, slightly palagonitized, juvenile lapilli
and ash together with very abundant acciden
tal ejecta consisting of quartzofeldspathic
sand and gravel. Accretionary lapilli are
common, especially within the youngest unit
of tuff, which underlies the rim of the crater
here on its northern side. Note the remark
able lateral continuity of these tuff layers.
Many of the uppermost beds are normally
graded suggesting an airfall origin for these
layers.
Return toward cars and thence to outer
slopes of the tuff cone south of the cars.

STOP 3. Surface features of the proximal
pyroclastic surge beds. Ejecta in surge beds
at this location were blasted up over a
collapsed crater rim from the small vent to
the southeast. Near the rim, the beds are
even and flat, but within about 15 m from the
present ·rim, longitudinal wave forms appear
(fig. 10). The longitudinal dunes continue
for about 30 m down slope where they give
way to a broad, arching transverse dune.
Small-scale features, such as ripple marks on
the longitudinal dunes, are remarkably
well-preserved. These longitudinal dunes
have a wave length of about 6 m and a wave
height of 50 cm, yielding a height-to-length
ratio of 1: 12. Such features have not been
previously described at any other volcano,
although radial gullies are common.
Blanketing the dune horizon are
normally-graded, pyroclastic-fall beds. This
good marker horizon is locally stripped
away.
If time permits we will proceed to the cra
ter floor.

STOP 2. The crater of Cerro Colorado is
about 1,000 m in mean diameter and its floor
is more than 110 m below the highest point
on the rim of the tuff cone. In the western
wall of the crater, the tuff rests on a flow
from an unknown source to the west; at the
foot of the northern and eastern walls,
exposures of the basal contact show that the
tuff rests here on pinkish tan mudstone that
probably represents playa deposits. The
eruptive history of Cerro Colorado involved
several episodes of phreatomagmatic
eruption and deposition of tuff punctuated by
at least two episodes of collapse wherein the
inner walls of the tuff cone slumped into a
vent. The multilobate form of the crater in
plan view suggests the existence of three
and perhaps four centers of eruption and
subsequent collapse (fig. 9). Although the
age of the crater is not known, the presence
57
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Figure 9. Sketch map of Cerro Col
orado. Major units indicated by key.
Stops for day 3 given by numerals.
(Simplified from Jahns, 1959.)

P- Playa
Al-Alluvium
tb -Tuff flow
bf - Basalt flow

V - Vent
�Crater rim
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STOP 4. Inward dipping beds. Associated
with the several vents are inward-dipping
beds whose bedding planes define portions
of downward-pointing funnels. The funnel
like structures converge toward an apex that
marks the vent location. These beds appar
ently represent an explosive phase of erup
tion following collapse. Vertical crater walls
are unconformably overlain by these in
ward-dipping beds. In a few places, collapse
cut the inward dipping beds.
One of the most remarkable features of
these beds are the giant sandwave bedforms
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that make colossal climbing ripples. These
forms are best seen in the vincinity of STOP
4 in figure 9.
Return to cars and to Tempe.
Road junction. Bear right.
Road junction. Fork left.
Road junction. Bear right.
Junction with Mexico Rte. 2. Tum right
(east).
Town of Sonoyta. Tum left toward international border.
International border at Lukeville, Arizona.
Return to Tempe.
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NORTH WEST SIDE, CERRO COLORADO
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Figure 10. Map of radial dunes at Cerro Colorado. Location of diagram shown in Fig. 9. Contour elevations are relative. Lined and
stippled patterns both show air-fall deposits that rest on surge beds. Dune crests indicated by lines with small arrows.
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